STD – II
ENGLISH

01/05/20
Friday

02/05/20
Saturday

MATHEMATICS

E.V.S

• Write the plural form of the
following words.
1.Dish. 2. Glass. 3. Bench. 4.
Boy 5.City 6. Horse

Learn and write
numbers from 1 to 200.

Learn and write new words given
below (5 times )
Father, Mother , Grandparents,
Brother, Sister, Uncle

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

E.V.S

• Write and learn the opposites of
the given words.
1.Big. 2 Happy 3 Kind 4.Black
5.Tall 6.Thin 7.Far 8. old
ENGLISH

03/05/20
Sunday

04/05/20
Monday

Fill in the blanks.
(Barked,Opened,Smiled,Climbed)
1.The monkeys.........up the trees.
2.Anu..........at her friend.
3.The dog...........loudly.
4.Ram.........the window.
ENGLISH

Write number names
from 1 to 50.

MATHEMATICS

Read multiplication
tables 2 and 3 and write
them 2 times.

MATHEMATICS

Learn to make a Bug. Also read
the poem given below and write
the rhyming words.
Left and Right were going to fight,
They crossed their swords,
ln the middle of the night,
Left and Right were equally
strong, Left and Right were
equally wrong!

Read and write
numbers from 201 to
300.

Learn and write new words given
below (5 times )
Aunt, Cousins, Relatives, Nuclear
family, Joint family, Festivals
E.V.S

COMPUTER

• Ask the Child to observe the • Learn and write ‘a’ to
difference between man &
‘la ‘ Varnamala 2
machine and write down the
times.
points.
• Learn and write ‘kha’
• Ask the child to list out at least
to ‘la’ Ottaksharagalu 2
10 machine names
times.
KANNADA
• Learn and write
Gunithakshagalu 2 times.
Ka..kha
• Learn and write
Gunithakshagalu 2 times.
Ga..Gha
COMPUTER

Write the name of the following
Learn the given words and write
members of your family.
them 5 times: Computer,
Father, Mother ,Brother, Sister , Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse,
Speaker, CPU and Printer.
Grandfather, Grandmother
E.V.S

KANNADA

• Learn and write gunithakshagalu
2 times.
Cha..Chha
• Learn and write gunithakshagalu
Nuclear family - A small family where
2 times.
only parents and children live
Ja..Jha
together, is a nuclear family.
Learn and Write about Nuclear
family (3 times)

KANNADA

HINDI

Read the last year text
book 2 times

HINDI

Learn and Write
Vowels ( swar ‘a ‘se
‘ah:’ ) 2 times
HINDI

Learn and Write
Consonants ( Vyanjan
’ ka’ se ‘ shra ‘) 2 times

ENGLISH

MATHEMATICS

05/05/20
Tuesday

Write any ten verbs and make a
sentence by using it.

ENGLISH

06/05/20
Wednesday

Make as many words as you can
with the given words.
1.Chocolate 2. Fisherman

ENGLISH

07/05/20
Thursday

1.The dogs.........the cat.
2.Mother...........food in the
kitchen.
3. Lions........in forests.
4.The peacock..........in the rain.

Friday

Circle the odd one
1.Clouds. Sky. Rain. Trees
2.Angry. Happy. Sad. Work
3.Smile. Boy. Cry. Laugh
4. Sun. Moon. Water. Earth
5 .Rain. River. Soft. Snow

COMPUTER

KANNADA

Learn and Write about Joint family
(3 times )
Joint family - A big family where
parents , grandparents , children ,
uncle, aunt and cousins live
together, is known as joint family.

Ask the child to draw the parts
of a Computer & colour it.

• Learn the days of the
week
• Draw the picture of
your pet and colour it.

E.V.S

KANNADA

HINDI

MATHEMATICS

Read multiplication
tables 4 and 5. Write 2
times.

How do you call the following
members of your family ?
1 . Father's father .2 . Father's
mother. 3 . Uncle's children.
4 . Father's younger brother.
5 . Father and mother.

MATHEMATICS

Fill in the blanks with correct
verbs from the brackets.
(Live,Cooks,Dances,Chase)

ENGLISH

08/05/20

Write number names
from 51 to 100.

E.V.S

E.V.S

• Learn and write gunithakshagalu
2 times.
Ta..Tha
• Learn and write gunithakshagalu
2 times.
Da..Dha...Na

COMPUTER

Learn and Write
Varnamala ( varnamala
‘a ‘se ‘shra’ ) 2 times

HINDI

Collect the following information
about your family members
Read and write
numbers from 301 to
400.

MATHEMATICS

Read and write
numbers from 401 to
500.

Name
Raj

Relat D.O.B
ion
fath 01-08er
1980

Favourite
food
Biriyani

E.V.S
Answer the questions given below
1.What is a nuclear family ?
2. What is a joint family?

Separate the given words into
machine & non machine.
Car, Tree, Mouse, Pen, Book,
Keyboard, Aeroplane and Mobile.

Learn and Write Two
letter words with
English meanings (Any
10) 2 times

KANNADA

HINDI

Learn and write the words in
kKannada, 2 times.
Amma,Appa,Akka,Anna,Ajja

Write the names of any
3 fruits in hindi 2 times.

